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J. COLE

Born Sinner

BATTLING Kanye West’s
anticipated album Yeezus
in the charts was a brave
move from J. Cole.
Nearly 14 months after
his debut album Cole
World: The Sideline Story,
the acclaimed rapper
announced the date for follow-up Born Sinner.
Since then he has satisfied fans with two teasing
singles, Miss America and
Power Trip, setting the standard for the album.
Musically it is mature and
ominous and focuses on
his troubles with monogamy, showcasing his lyrical
skills with
tracks like
Trouble. An
impressive
second outing.
CP

NEWMUSIC

By JIM GELLATLY

PRIDES

WHO: Stewart Brock (vocals/
keys/guitar), Callum Wiseman
(backing vocals/keys/guitar),
Lewis Gardiner (drums).
WHERE: Glasgow.
FOR FANS OF: Depeche
Mode, The Cure, Passion Pit.
JIM SAYS: As someone who
got into music in the 80s, the
resurgence of synth-pop has
delighted me — and so much
is coming out of Scotland.
Prides may only have played
a handful of gigs, and
unleashed just one track, but
they are now my new favourite
band. I’ve seen them twice,
most recently at the aftershow
for the goNORTH festival in
Inverness.
They’re pumping out infectious electro-pop anthems.
My dream bill at the moment
would feature both Prides and
another three-piece, Chvrches.
Callum said: “Chvrches are
brilliant. They’ve broken
through because their tunes
are great and they’ve worked
really hard. We’re really looking forward to hearing the
album, and you’re right, that
would be a great bill. Mon the
power three-piece!”
Stewart and Lewis first broke
through in Drive-By Argument,
label-mates of The Killers.
They went on to form Midnight Lion, later joined by Callum, who played with the wonderful Kitty The Lion.
So with all three having
played with Midnight Lion, is
Prides actually a new band or a
continuation of what went
before? Callum explained:
“Stew and Lewis have played

together for years after meeting
at uni.
“I lived with a mutual friend
and joined to beef up the live
show. We were still Midnight
Lion at this point, but once we
started writing together it made
sense to move on to Prides.
“It started off feeling like an
evolution of the old moniker
but after a few months of toying
with the idea then releasing the
new track under the new name,
it suddenly felt like a totally
new band.”
“The sound has evolved, and
new material has helped the
transformation.”
Midnight Lion were signed to
Island Records, a deal still in
place. Stewart said: “They’ve
been great. They’ve looked
after us and we’re looking forward to releasing something in
the not-too-distant future.”
I love my pop music, especially when it has a bit of an
edge. Prides have that, with a
crossover sound at home in
both the pop and alternative
fields.
Prides play the Insider Festival near Aviemore on June 22,
followed by The Wee Chill at
SWG3 on June 29. They also
appear at Wickerman in Dumfries & Galloway on July 27,
then a headline show at King
Tut’s in Glasgow on July 30.
More at: pridesband.com.
Q JIM will be playing Prides on
In:Demand Uncut this Sunday from
7pm on Clyde 1, Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay FM, West
FM & West Sound FM. indemandscot
land.co.uk.
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CANDY GIRL . . . Brooke’s
stage show features bizarre
body-bending and nudity,
but her music has been
picked up for a high-profile
Versace ad, below

STYLE queen Donatella
Versace knows exactly what’s hot — and
she’s picked raunchy
rap
star
Brooke
Candy as the next
big thing.

To prove it, the controversial MC’s Everybody Does is
the track on the new Versace advert.
So that’s settled then: Brooke
is well hot.
The Versace deal is the latest
peak in the California girl’s
amazing — but shocking —
career, which includes sex,
nudity, X-rated lyrics and exorcism rituals on stage.
Brooke, 23, raved: “It’s f***ing
sick — Donatella is my number
one. She chose and asked for it.
“The email didn’t say anything
about who it was for. They just
said they were a fashion house.
“They paid me a bit, I said
sure and I had no idea who it
was. I was broke, I needed it
and then boom, it’s f***ing

EXCLUSIVE
By CHRIS SWEENEY

Versace. I thought it was fake
and thought it was so mean,
then I was in shock when I realised it was real.
“Her stuff is what I want to
wear especially the last collection which was all latex and
bondage.”
Brooke’s hard-hitting rhymes
and raunchy image have earned
her a massive fan base in the
underground scene.
But that’s what’s stopped her
breaking through into the pop
world — with radio stations and
TV channels scared to play her
stuff.
She snapped: “It’s frustrating
but I’m happy they are focusing
on my image.
“I’m using my image to really
spread my message. My generation is quite easily distracted.
“Our attention span is short,
so I’m grasping people’s attention through the way I look and
then hoping to maintain it with
the words.”
The rapper — who used to be
a stripper — knows she stands
out like a sore thumb.
Brooke said: “I am a f***ing

weirdo. I know the
I’m a freak and
things.
“On top of that
mented my whole
gay woman. Being
the music industry
f***ing struggle.
“But being weird
est thing — that’s
hate.

person I am.
into weird
I was torlife being a
a woman in
has been a
is the hardwhat people

Trash

“Now I have a cool song on
the Versace video, so I’m getting
attention. People who I never
thought would give me the time
of day are now doing that.
“They are understanding it and
even appreciating it.”
One of Brooke’s gripes is that
her lyrics are judged more
harshly, purely because she’s a
woman.
Brooke said: “There’s more censorship in the United States —
Europe is so much happier.
“Me being an overtly sexual
person, I’ve garnered a lot of
fans here in Europe. To some
groups in the US, I’m just a
piece of trash.
“All the things we’ve overcome
but in the industry I’m in, men

speak on the exact same subjects
literally and are praised for it.
“But women rap their lyrics
and you get called a piece of
trash.”
Brooke is smart enough to
know she has to play the game
to crack the pop charts — and
knows some parents will try to
stop their kids listening to her
music.
She admitted: “I do worry
about that a bit. But there are
two things I’ve realised.
“If you are young and you
want to see something bad
enough, you’re going to find a
way.
“I grew up in a very strict
household and was watching
crazy s***, porn and Marilyn
Manson videos when he was at
his height of being controversial
even though it wasn’t allowed in
my house.
“On top of that, I’m not going
to change my message — but I
do plan on toning the language
down.
“But I know those younger
fans, we will connect somehow,
it will work out.
“I have a lot of songs that I
haven’t put out yet. I might
release them but right now I’m

working on my debut album. I
want those songs to have the
same message but to be more
produced and easier for people
to listen to.
“That’s the only reason I’m toning it down, so I can gain
access to more people who
believe in my music.”
With the explosion in her profile, Brooke is now looking forward to a big summer.
Part of that is making her
Scottish debut — when she lines
up at T in the Park next month.
Brooke fizzed: “I’m excited to
see how the Scottish audience
embraces me.
“Everywhere I go, it’s different. I think it will be a positive
thing. My live show is more
amplified that my videos.
“I might pull my boobs out or
I might go into an exorcist backbend and keep on rapping.
“When I was 17, I moved to
San Francisco and was living
with drag queens My perception
of reality was different to others
because to me it was about
being as glamorous and outlandish as possible.
“To me it was normal to look
like a freak.”
chris.sweeney@the-sun.co.uk

SIGN UP TO
MEET STARS
THE Scottish Sun’s Signing Tent is
back once again and is all set to rock T
in the Park 2013.
As usual, we’ll have lots of the big
names, such as The View, pictured
above with me last year, hanging out,
giving autographs and meeting fans.
The first of our star-studded line-up
is Brooke Candy — possibly the most
controversial of all the 180 acts on the
bill in Kinross.
Brooke said: “All those acts coming
together is going to be amazing. I can’t
wait to be part of it and show Scotland
what I’m about.”

3OH!3
Omens

2

FOLLOWING a three-year
hiatus, electropop duo
3OH!3 have returned with
their fourth offering.
And Omens proves they
have the right material to
make a chart comeback
with gems such as Make It
Easy and Youngblood – a
chanting dance stomper
reminiscent of Icona Pop.
In the past, the band
enjoyed success with collaborations such as those
with Katy Perry and My
First Kiss featuring Ke$ha.
A couple of big names
would not have gone amiss
here, as apart from the big
singles, too
much
of
the album
sounds featureless and
dated. SD

THESE NEW
PURITANS
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Field Of Reeds
YOU couldn’t accuse
These New Puritans leader
Jack Barnett of resting on
his laurels.
Hidden gave them one of
the best albums of 2010,
and now TNP have
returned with a record as
eclectic as it is bleak.
The minimal beats, piano
and hushed vocals on Fragment Two give it a sparse
beauty and The Light In
Your Name is a hypnotic
and menacing number.
Collaborators include a
children’s choir and Elisa
Rodrigues, a Portuguese
singer who
adds a lullaby
element to a
desolate
record. JS

MARCUS BONFANTI 3
Shake The Walls

THE blues may have been
born in America’s Deep
South – but they are living
contentedly in the north.
North London, home of
Marcus Bonfanti, that is.
This offering shows off his
writing skills, but keeps his
guitar wizardry mostly
under wraps.
It is a contemporary
album largely devoid of the
“paid my dues” blues
clues. His strong vocals
deliver useful advice in
Cheap Whisky: “When the
whisky’s cheap, there’s
another price you pay.”
Shake The
Walls feels a
little onepaced. But
it’s a nice,
leisurely
pace. GF

